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Investing in Our Future  

In the New York Times debate, “Is Improving Schools All About Money?”, published on 

March 26th, 2015, seven debaters presented their ideas on the solution to school improvement 

with the effect that money has on it. Prior to, Governor Andrew Cuomo stated that although the 

education budget has been increasing since the past decade, schools have shown no improvement 

(The New York Times). Several diversifying opinions were shared in response to Governor 

Andrew Cuomo’s remark with a group of intelligent, and determined voices of our nation. 

Voices in the form of teachers, professors, economists, authors, and education directors 

participated in the debate where facts were contributed to support their arguments.  

The debate consisted of varying perspectives with some in favor of adding money to the 

budget while others remained against it. Equal funding, hiring more teachers, increasing 

resources, better training, adept cost structure, and decreasing class size were all topics discussed 

in the discourse. While mostly all favored either an increase in the budget or a change in how 

money was spent with the budget remaining the same, they all provided valid arguments. 

Justifying their arguments with solutions that made sense such as equal spending on each pupil 

resulting in absolute student equality no matter where the student studies. If we want a real 

change in our country’s education, we need to learn the right methodology on how to use money 

in order to imbue in our country’s future.  

https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/03/26/is-improving-schools-all-about-money
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Advocates of their personal solutions in which they believe can fix the lacking education 

system talked about many complications that are being faced in schools that directly include 

students, staff members, and the society, The contemporary education system has changed 

through the many reforms implanted with the changing of what a perfect educated society looks 

like. This has been made possible by the many individual educators, school organizations, and 

curriculum changes due to performance evaluations. What a debate looks like today may differ 

from what a debate looked like several years ago. The seven debaters had their own voice with a 

better future in mind.  

The debate started with Linda Darling-Hammond, a professor, and director of the 

Stanford Center for Opportunity Policy in Education, as she spoke about differing funding being 

the major culprit of an unchangeable education system. She argued states need to spend more 

money on those who need it with telling us an important statistic, “For low-income students who 

spent all 12 years of school in districts that increased their spending by 20 percent as a result of 

court-ordered reforms, graduation rates rose by 23 percentage points and adult poverty rates fell 

by 20 percentage points” (“Society Benefits When We Spend More on Education”). This 

statistical fact supports her argument on increasing funding to result in better resources and better 

educators. Overall, she expressed how important a promising education system is for the benefit 

of society.  

Accompanying her along the same lines is an AP language and British literature teacher 

at Mauldin High School in Mauldin, South Carolina, Yvonne Mason and Nicole Amato, a 

10th-grade English teacher at Pritzker College Prep. Mason also believes in increasing staff 

members and decreasing classroom sizes as the key factor in academic excellence. Mason says, 
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“Class size does matter. It matters because children learn through relationships” (“Hire More 

Teachers, Decrease the Class Size”). In the short video created by The New York Times, “ Gale 

In Context: Opposing Viewpoints”, the narrator tells us, “Smaller has meant more personalized 

attention for each student. Major violent incidents have declined and graduation rates have 

doubled” (Cott). Furthermore, Mason explains the importance of student-teacher relationships 

and decent-sized classrooms as being a gateway to correctly manage and teach without having to 

compromise on the teaching aspect as the large student classes become overwhelming. Talking 

about the lack of resources as a huge struggle for students in doing well, Amato tells us an 

increase in resources such as novels, can be a game-changer for students. She adds, “I became a 

master at the art of formatting assignments when I should have been spending time mastering the 

content” (“A Lack of Resources for Many Classrooms”). Amato believes having provision for 

resources and also installing mental health services will change the fate of students. 

Lisa Delpit is a professor of education at Southern University and A&M College, and the 

author of "Multiplication Is for White People: Raising Expectations for Other People’s 

Children." Delpit adds to ideas of Amato, Mason, and Hammond but adds charter schools' 

superiority lacks evidence and neglects students with low testing skills and special needs (“Can 

We Put Money to Better Use?”). Funding needs to be rethought and the inclusion of social 

workers should be adamant for the sake of students who need them.  

The investigation of where the money is actually spent is vital in the quest for the real 

solution. Why is there such an enormous gap between the funding of each student in different 

schools? Shouldn’t education be equal to every student regardless of their social status or the 

location of their schools? Tim King, a lecturer at Northwestern University and the founder and 

https://www.subr.edu/
https://thenewpress.com/books/multiplication-for-white-people
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chief executive of Urban Prep Academies, tells us, “Right now, in Illinois, the gap between the 

highest-funded school district, per pupil, and the lowest is about $22,000”. Moreover, King 

informs us that only 2 percent of the federal budget is used on education annually (“To Improve 

Education, Fund Each Student Equally”). Adding to King, Marguerite Roza, the director of the 

Edunomics Lab, a research associate professor at Georgetown University, and the author of, 

"Educational Economics: Where Do School Funds Go?", declares the necessity to customize 

spending not by one size fit all, rather based on the number of students enrolled. In addition to 

this, Roza says, “Next, we should invest in information systems to measure spending and 

outcomes by the school, so we can determine which school’s strategies are working” (“Each 

School Should Customize Its Spending for Greater Productivity”). Similarly to other debaters, 

Roza believes strategies of productive schools need to be dispersed to other schools in order for 

them to be more productive.  

We have seen a variety of solutions that involve the increase of a budget but there is one 

debater that thinks otherwise. Eric Hanushek, an economist and senior fellow at the Hoover 

Institution of Stanford University, and co-author of "Endangering Prosperity: A Global View of 

the American School", believes there is no benefit in increasing the budget since the level of 

academic excellence remains the same. He argues, “But in simple terms, how money is spent is 

much more important than how much is spent” (“Not Enough Value to Justify More of the 

Same"). Also, according to Hanushek, decreasing the class size, or spending additional money on 

those who are disadvantaged does not change the fact that academic excellence has not increased 

for the past two decades. The various possible solutions are enough to show the many aspects to 

elaborate when finding the perfect answer to this question. 

https://www.crpe.org/experts/marguerite-roza
https://www.amazon.com/Educational-Economics-Where-School-Funds/dp/0877667640/ref=la_B003OI7RS8_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1427122223&sr=1-1
https://www.endangeringprosperity.com/
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In a viewpoint essay written by Naomi Schaefer Riley, “The Renewal Schools Disaster: 

An epic $773 million failure in New York City”, Riley tells us of the tragic loss of a Renewal 

program created by Bill de Blasio which cost American taxpayers $773 million dollars. Adding 

to Hanushek’s argument, “So what is behind the idea that the culture of low-performing schools 

can be turned around? It is the notion that what these schools need is not a cultural change at all 

but simply infusions of cash” (Riley). After five years, de Blasio admitted the program's failure 

and enrollment rates dropped 17% from the years of 2014 to 2018 while many other schools 

closed due to no signs of improvement (Riley). The government is unable to allocate time into 

programs such as these which sacrifices fair education at the expense of thousands of students. 

The power of education should remain in the states and after the failure of many federal 

programs, the continuance of these programs would be idiocy. 

Every school is contrasting in its students, staff members, and the overall financial status 

of the towns it surrounds. This only makes it more difficult to find an accurate solution that 

fulfills the needs of these unique schools. Upon carefully analyzing what each debater had to say, 

it is important to summarize each argument and create one definite solution. The answer to the 

question, “Is improving schools all about money?”, varies. This is not a “yes” or “no” question 

because each school is different, one answer will not satisfy all schools.  

States should be able to determine the best tactics to support their students in doing well 

in academic excellence and determine the amount of money put towards supplying better 

teachers which includes better training for staff members. Money should be spent on what goes 

inside the classroom not what remains outside. Money spent on the overall look of a student will 

not matter if those who are inside are not getting the benefits of education. When the struggle of 

https://go-gale-com.libdb.dccc.edu/ps/advancedSearch.do?method=doSearch&searchType=AdvancedSearchForm&userGroupName=pa_de_ccc&inputFieldNames[0]=AU&prodId=OVIC&inputFieldValues[0]=%22Naomi+Schaefer+Riley%22
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large classrooms comes into play, teacher assistants and student interns can be a temporary fix 

until teachers sort out their agenda. Money needs to be allocated equally to each student due to 

education being a basic right and rights should remain equal to each individual. Perhaps using 

ideas of Roza in giving money to schools based on student size seems like a good way to combat 

the unequal structure of school budgets throughout the country.  

For schools that already have an abundance of funds, increasing their budget is not 

necessary, rather accumulating their progress of what they do with the money is important in 

determining if it is sensible for them to keep that budget. For those schools who show no 

improvement, a measure of available resources and the quality of education they are receiving is 

vital in determining the importance of increasing their budget. By funding each student equally, 

it relieves the enormous gap between what each school spends on its students. Funding students 

equally gives each student the same resources in order to succeed compared to if each school is 

funded equally. This way we can assure fairness in education by maximizing the impact of these 

resources and cultivating better student outcomes.  

The approach of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) proposed by Lamar Alexander, 

created a difference in how states react to a federal act that does not direct them rather gives 

them the power in fixing the failing education system. In the article,  “Remembering an 

Education President: George H.W. Bush led by enabling, not mandating, state and local 

reform”, written by Lamar Alexander tells us, “ESSA reversed the trend toward a "national 

school board” and made clear that the future path to higher standards, better teaching, and real 

accountability will be through states, communities, and classrooms and not through Washington, 

D.C” (Alexander). The importance of this act remains in its allowance of states to resolve 
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education matters while the government holds powers of giving them the grants to do so. With 

this act, each state has a huge advantage of only worrying about the well-being of their schools 

and not having to deal with a federal mandate.  

We have seen through statistical facts provided by the debaters that increasing funds for 

low-income schools creates many benefits. Students are able to receive the resources they are 

entitled to and teachers do not need to pay out-of-pocket for resources that should already be 

provided to them. By funding each student equally, there is no need to worry about student 

inequality in one school versus another. We still sit at a very low rank for academic excellence 

globally, even though we spend the most money on education worldwide. By carefully analyzing 

school budgets nationwide, states are able to collaborate with each other and come up with a 

single amount that should be used for each student studying anywhere in the nation. That is just 

the beginning, we also need to figure out what exactly should be done with student funds and 

how we can use it to maximize the ability to reach academic excellence. This cannot be done 

without communication between states and a promise in looking for a permanent solution in 

order to invest in our country’s future.  
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